
The Business Benefits of Integrated E-Commerce Factsheet

Sana Commerce recently surveyed 107 global B2B and B2C customers, including small businesses, 
mid-size organizations and large enterprises. Our data tells us that an integrated Sana Commerce web 
store has a positive impact on customers’ efficiency of processes, cost-savings, revenue, conversion 
rates, and customer retention rate.

Advantages of ERP E-Commerce Integration

Findings from our survey tell us, that on average, an integrated e-commerce solution with Sana helps 
customers achieve all 4 of their top e-commerce goals (below).
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Key Findings:
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As a result of their Sana solution, customers reported cost savings across 8 key areas. The following chart 
represents the percentage of customers who reported cost savings across their business.

Benefits of Integrated E-Commerce: Process Improvements and Cost reduction

With regards to internal process improvements, our customers reported 
better and more efficient processes across:
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Future-proof your business and join our e-commerce movement.  

For more information, visit www.sana-commerce.com.

The benefits of ERP e-commerce integration should already be quite clear, but if the data is not yet 
tangible enough, here are some more concrete numbers to visualize. In addition to the added revenue 
flow from an increase in returning customers, Sana’s customers are also seeing reduced FTEs and 
workforce costs as a result of more efficient processes with Sana. 

For more information, please book a demo. 

Based on the average revenue of Sana’s enterprise and mid-sized customers (SMBs) and the 
range of revenue increases experienced by our customers, we’ve determined that the impact of 
their Sana Commerce web store can translate to: 

Ready to get started? Learn about 
Sana Commerce’s e-commerce 
solution for Microsoft Dynamics 
365 for Finance and Operations, 
Microsoft Dynamics AX, SAP 
S/4HANA, or SAP ECC.

Up to $134K in revenue 
for enterprises

Want to learn more? Get 
insights on Sana Commerce’s 
e-commerce solution for
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business
Central, Microsoft Dynamics
NAV, Microsoft Dynamics GP,  or
SAP Business One.

Up to $67K in revenue 
for SMBs

Based on percentages reported by customers in our survey

The Impact of an ERP-integrated Sana Web Store

Making the Most of ERP for E-Commerce  Can Mean for Your BusinessWhat


